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specifically stated and respectably vouched, you would have done me an injury which would have admitted of no reparation. But while you had the manliness and generosity to act in a manner due to our relations, at least for the purpose 01 explanation, you cannot do ample justice either to yourself or to me without frankly informing me of the grounds of the suspicion and by whom they were communicated. The communication must have proceeded from an innocent misapprehension of opinions founded upon an unfeigned solicitude for your future course, expressed with the frankness of a friend, and to your friends; or, from a bad and wicked purpose; or perhaps a busy, suspicious, gossipping temper always heedless about consequences. In either case, it is necessary for my own safety that I should know the source whence I may be exposed to similar injury. I arn the more urgent in this instance, because of information recently communicated to me, from my friend Mr. Latimer of Delaware, that lie had learned in Baltimore that you and I had been involved in a diiliculty, which would end in my retirement from the Administration. The source of this report makes me regret that I did not enter more at large into one or two topics when you were here, and which I purposely reserved to a future occasion. How coulc} such a report have reached Baltimore? I therefore submit my request to your own sense of justice.
I should be glad of an opportunity in the autumn of conversing with you in relation to certain changes of which we spoke when you were here; and of making some suggestions both in regard to myself and others which appear to me important; and both more feasible and expedient than some that are in contemplation. I wish to go up the North River, probably in October, with my boys and would take that opportunity, if you were in the way, of seeing you; in the mean time you had better keep the whole subject open in your mind. I am, my dear Sir,
Very truly yours,	L. mclank.
To martin van buken Esq.
This letter reached me at Lebanon Springs and I find from a memorandum enclosed in it that I made the following- reply to the part I have quoted:
I have fully reflected upon your request in regard to the suggestions which had been thrown out in respect to your feelings towards me on a recent occasion and am thoroughly satisfied that that matter ought to rest where it stands. I thought it due to the occasion to assure you at Washington that I was not aware of a single instance in which the subject had been referred to in an unfriendly spirit as it respected yourself or from the unworthy motive of making trouble between us. Since the receipt of your letter I have passed the matter more deliberately through my mind and can with truth repeat the assurance that you would do injustice to any of my friends with whose sentiments I have been made acquainted, if you treasured up any unkind feelings towards them or harboured any distrust of them on that account. This is all that it is necessary for you to know. That they had apprehensions upon the point is certain, and I have no doubt you are correct in the supposition that those apprehensions proceeded from " an innocent misapprehension of opinions founded upon an unfeigned solicitude for your (my) future course expressed with the frankness of a friend and to your (my) friends," and for which in the excitement of the moment and under deep conviction that the course they advocated was vitally necessary, sufficient allowances were not made. That such a state of things should give rise to speculations of the sort was unavoidable and the application

